
Lithuania at the glance
I’ve chosen this project because I want to show my country at the glance



What attracts Lithuania?
in fact, Lithuania is a country ideally describing 
Europe and the remnants of the Soviet Union. 
Lithuania once was in the USSR, There are still 
some houses there, Soviet cars drive, and in the 
houses you can find old “Rubin” TVs. Also in 
Lithuania old castles, churches and houses are still 
preserved, an excellent example is the Gediminas' 
Tower, it was founded in the 17th century and it 
did not fall apart, even now you can walk there 
and it has a beautiful view of Vilnius city.



Popular Attractions

3 mountain of crosses. According 
to legend, everyone who puts his 
cross there will be lucky for him. 
There are less and less places for 
crosses every year.

I can’t list all the sights, it is 
better to show the main ones that 
are worth a visit to an ordinary 
tourist.

1 is the national museum of 
Lithuania, it was founded in 1952 
and it contains the entire history 
of Lithuania, from the beginning to 
the present.

2 Trakai castle located to the west 
of Vilnius. The castle, made in the 
Gothic style, turned from a 
fortress into an attraction where 
special buses carry.



Vodka
There are many, many VODKA in Lithuania. Lithuanians 
love vodka, it’s not strange that they are in 5th place 
among the most drinking countries. Most popular vodka 
in Lithuania is “Starka”, “Starka” it's vodka with a 
touch of apple and linden. But that’s not all, in 
Lithuania you can find sweets with vodka and bread 
with vodka! If you like vodka, come to Lithuania!



Weather in Lithuania.
Basically, Lithuania will not please you with 
pleasant weather. Mostly in Lithuania it is cool, 
cloudy and rainy. Unless in the summer in 
Lithuania there is warm weather, and that is 
not always the case.



Interesting Facts
1 In Lithuania, many people speak Russian, so 
knowledge of the English language may not 
be particularly useful to you. 2 in Lithuania 
there is a rain tax, it was introduced in 
Klaipeda, it applies to private houses, if 
people do not have a sewage system, then 
they pay a tax. 3 Stelmuzhsky oak, the oldest 
oak in Europe, stands in Lithuania. This oak is 
about 2000 years old. 



Can I afford Lithuania?
Lithuania is not expensive tourism, 
you can live there for 2 days with 
100 dollars (see "heads and tails"), 
but if you are not poor, you want to 
see beautiful castles, try 
high-quality vodka, just apply for a 
special visa and fly there for 7 
hours.



Some photos



Some photos.



Thanks for your attention!
               I hope you listened.


